Geriatric Gentleman
[Geriatric gentleman crouched over a microphone, back to audience]
[Geriatric gentleman: Oh yeah, oh yeah, oh yeah, oh yeah.
Yeah it’s me babe, it’s me the geriatric gentleman babe.
Oh yeah, oh yeah, oh yeah, oh yeah.
Yeh, yeh it’s me babe, cos I love you babe
Its me babe.]
[Chorus: The geriatric gentleman.]
[Geriatric gentleman: It’s me babe
Cos I just want]
[Chorus: Cos I just want]
[Geriatric gentleman: Cos I just want]
[Chorus: It’s the geriatric, it’s the geriatric,
yeah, oh yeah, it’s the geriatric gentleman babe.]
[Geriatric Gentleman: Cos I just want
To wiggle it all about.
Oh yeah, oh yeah.]
[Grannies in Zimmer frames, old fashioned hats, coats and white women’s blouses, non seethrough stockings, very conventional shoes all of the same design, moving their Zimmer frames
up and down in unison from stage left: Cos I just want
To wiggle]
[Chorus: oh yeah, oh yeah, he just wants to wiggle]
[Geriatric Gentleman: It all about]
[Grannies: oh yeah, oh yeah, oh yeah, oh yeah,
We just want to wiggle
(with all intensity) It all about.]
[Jazzy music]
[Grannies continue to move from left to right]
[Geriatric Gentleman: Oh yea …. ah]
[Meanwhile a Tarzan figure on a rope disguised as a vine swings from left to stage right uttering
animal Tarzan sounds and ending with the sound of crashing glass]

[Geriatric Gentleman: Oh yea …. ah]
[Chorus: He just wants to wiggle, he just wants to wiggle
(simultaneous with Grannies)
He just wants to wiggle it about.]
[Geriatric Gentleman: Oh yeah, oh yeah.
The geriatric gentleman. He just wants to wiggle.
(Geriatric Gentleman becomes louder, joined simultaneously with Chorus at standard volume)
He just wants to wiggle it about.]
[Jazzy music]
[Geriatric Gentleman: Oh yea …. ah]
[Second Tarzan does same thing left to right]
[Geriatric Gentleman: Oh yeah
(simultaneous with Chorus) Oh yeah
(slightly more intense music, Geriatric Gentleman, Chorus and Grannies all together)
He just wants to wiggle it about.]
[Jazzy music]
[Geriatric gentleman turns to face the audience and does dance steps with now revealed
walking stick]
[Grannies face audience, moving their left and right legs up and down in unison:
Oh yeah, oh yeah. He’s the geriatric gentleman babe. Oh yeah.
The geriatric gentleman loves you babe.
He’s here babe. He’s the geriatric gentleman babe.
Oh yeah babe. He loves you babe.
He’s the geriatric.
He’s the geriatric gentleman babe.
[Grannies, moving from right to left, progressively moving their Zimmer frames up and down
and their feet up and down]
[Geriatric gentleman turns back to audience and wiggles his bum.]
[Chorus with intensity:
Oh yeah, oh yeah, oh yeah
Oh yea …. ah]

[Third Tarzan (no Tarzan sounds) similarly swings left to right with smashing glass and jazzy
ending].

